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Juvenile Institutions Core Training 
Unit 16.0: Transportation and Escort 
Module(s): 16.1 - Preparation for Transport and Escort 
       16.2 - Performing Transport and Escort Duties 
Instructional Time - 4 hours 

 
1. Introductions 
2. Objectives 

a. Module 16.1: Preparation for Transport and Escort 
i. Explain the consequences of failure to take proper precautions and/or follow policy and 

procedure when transporting or escorting a juvenile. 
ii. Identify typical vehicle transportation duties that a juvenile corrections officer is asked to 

perform outside the facility. 
iii. Identify typical ambulatory escort duties that a juvenile corrections officer is asked to perform 

inside the facility. 
iv. Identify important planning elements that apply to various transport and escort situations. 
v. Describe steps to follow when preparing for a vehicle transport. 

vi. Determine communications options available during transport. 
vii. Identify possible emergencies that may occur during transport and appropriate responses to 

each emergency. 
viii. Given an example of an escort situation, generate an appropriate plan for conducting the escort. 

ix. Given an example of a transport situation using a vehicle, generate an appropriate plan for 
conducting the transport. 

b. Module 16.2: Performing Transport and Escort Duties 
i. Describe key actions a juvenile corrections officer should take when escorting a juvenile. 

ii. Describe key actions a juvenile corrections officer should take when transporting a juvenile in a 
vehicle. 

iii. Demonstrate assisting a cooperative handcuffed or restrained juvenile to a sitting position in a 
vehicle ensuring that the juvenile maintains balance, does not hit their head when exiting the 
vehicle, and is properly secreted with a seat belt. 

iv. Demonstrate assisting a restating handcuffed or restrained juvenile out of a vehicle ensuring 
that the juvenile maintains balance, does not hit their head when exiting the vehicle, and 
remains in control of the juvenile corrections officer once the juvenile is out of the vehicle. 

3. Transportation Unit Duties 
4. Out of Building Transports 
5. Assembly Bill 878; Screen offenders individually / Mechanical restraints 
6. Preparation for Transport 
7. Transporting 
8. Documentation 
9. Plan Route 
10.  Communication Devices 
11.  Vehicle Safety Check 
12.  Mechanical Restraint Devices 
13.  High Risk Detainees 
14.  Appointments 
15.  Pregnant Wards 
16.  Officer Expectations 
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17.  County Vehicles 
18.  Possible Emergencies 
19.  Roadside Assistance 
20.  Accident Checklist 
21.  Escorting Juveniles inside an Institution 
22.  Hospital Guard Duty 
23.  Review / Closing / Evaluations 

 


